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About This Game
Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Health Trivia Deluxe and bring
your thinking hat. Answer medical and health trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash
value. Correct answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track
your progress and aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing
multiple times and completing all 100 levels with a total of 1000 unique trivia questions in this deluxe edition.
Features:
100 Vaults to Crack(levels)
1000 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions
Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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Fun questions but it is not good that they changed it so there is 5000 achievements. That removes all the seriousness in the game
and that is just sad to see.. You get what you paid for, 5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement
hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else
don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Ez unlock 5000
Achievements 100%. Install > Play > Exit Game > Unistall
The quickest way to farm Steam achievements! Only purchase this game for achievements! Does not have any real gameplay!.
Asset flip.
Fake game.
Spam achievements.. Damn, do they expect me to call my doctor?
Didn't even show correct answers!
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